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Brief Introduction to the Project
Pilot in 2014.15: Teams of 1st Year UG business 
students delivered a 6min product/service pitch to be 
delivered to a panel of entrepreneurs and academics 
from both the UK & USA
• Live streamed UK & USA panel
• Quick Turn around times – approx. 6 weeks
• Grade was 10% Drexel & Voluntary Leeds

Now: a Full Programme

6-min Pitch

Semester 1

Drexel 1st Yrs; Leeds 2nd - mixed 
disciplines 

worth 30% marks overall

Business Simulation

Semester 2

cont. Drexel marked & Voluntary 
LUBS UG 

'Special Project'

2016.17 Leadership Conference 
London

2017.18 5 Day intensive team course 
Amsterdam



I Could Tell You More…

But…

It’s Better if I Show You…

Actually, It Would Be Better If You Discovered it Yourself



Great Ready to Meet Your Team! 

You will now become part of a mock-Global Classroom.  You will be 
asked to meet & greet each other and then complete a short task.  

Please follow the instructions below:

1. Please make sure you are in teams of 3-5 & that you are 
spread out around the room (give yourself some ‘talking’ space)

2. Could one of you please get out a smart device, preferbly a 
laptop, tablet, etc.   Ideally you want: videoing & audio available

3. Would that person please log onto the following: 

https://goo.gl/t8tEfn

This will take you to my ‘virtual meeting room’ for one of my 
courses.  We will conduct the classroom in there. 



https://goo.gl/t8tEfn

Instructions Continued:

Once You are Logged in, I will begin to put you in your ‘teams’ and 
then put you into your own ‘break out’ space to get to know each 
other. 

The Task:

5mins – please get to know one another; there are a mixture of 
educators and students

5mins – Try to find 3 things that all your countries have in common 
– and it cannot be the obvious, e.g. all have flags, all speak a 
language, etc.  Needs to be ‘creative & unique’ 

(I will let you know when your time is up)



What Did You Think?



More Information:

1. These slides have more detailed information about our motivations 
and findings, especially in the beginning/pilot – most useful for those 
starting out

2.   See our Chapter in ‘Unplugging the Classroom’ 
(Elsevier) https://www.amazon.com/Unplugging-
Classroom-Technologies-Professional-
Exploration/dp/008102035X

3. See the Drexel Website: 
http://drexel.edu/oip/academics/global-
classroom/ (Leeds coming soon!)



Most Importantly:

Please do get in touch!

Emilee: e.l.simmons@leeds.ac.uk

Dana: dangeldc@drexel.edu

Jodi: jkc27@drexel.edu



C E N T R E  F O R  E N T E R P R I S E  A N D  
E N T R E P R E N E U R S H I P  S T U D I E S

More	Info,	especially	about	our	Pilot	Project	and	where	we	were	heading



Background Literature 
There has been a long standing argument that Business Schools do not do enough to 
provide up-to-date management theory. It is in fact argued that there is too much emphasis 
on traditional styles of learning, which do not provide enough practical elements to prepare 
students for employability or the ‘real’ business world (see Avramenko, 2012; Jiafang , 
Hallinger, & Showanasai, 2014; Neubaumet al., 2009; Chia & Holt, 2008). 

Nowadays, engagement and deep learning is linked to practice in enterprise education 
(Balan & Metcalfe, 2012). Students are requested to develop not only their knowledge, but 
also the necessary skills to become entrepreneurs (see Arvanites et al., 2006; Gibb, 2002). 
On that merit, several different methods in activating enterprise learners have been studied 
(see Fayolle & Gailly, 2008; Jones & Iredale, 2010; Neck & Green, 2011) including case 
studies, role-playing, internships, business simulations, action learning and live projects 
(Gibb, 2002) In addition, the regular use of integrated technology in teaching to enhance 
student engagement and learning has also been promoted (see Jones & Iredale, 2010; 
Pittaway & Cope, 2007). 

Experiential learning is generally accredited as the most appropriate approach for 
entrepreneurship education. The ethos of experiential learning is to ‘learn by doing’ (see Lope 
& Baghero, 2010; Politis, 2005).  This approach provides students sufficient time to 
critically reflect on the learning experience, looking at the cause and effect of applications 
of knowledge (Lean, Moizer, & Newbery, 2014). 



Our Motivations as Educators?
1. Better Student Experience & Engagement
2. Have Students Better Understanding International Cultures
3. Students Experience a ‘Study Abroad’ without all the money, effort & 

time 



Lots of Pre-planning, as the Student Activities, lead by the 
Students, run themselves. 

a) Emails in August 2014 – Skype Conversations – Launch late October 2014
b) Logistics: Timings; Technology Capabilities & Testing; Agreed Handouts & 

Objectives for Students
c) Set-up of Google Drive area; excel spreadsheets of team members (2015.16 –

Ennea reports did this automatically)
d) Regular communication with participants:

1. Students – regular emails & in-class updates (1-2 week)
2. Panelists – finding Alumni, Staff, Entrepreneurs – then keeping them up to date & enthusiastic. 
3. Other Stakeholders – regular updates to colleagues & senior staff    

What We Have to Do as Educators:



1. Getting the Academic Working Relationship Right
• Senior Level Buy-in & Interest from the Start
• Regular Contact
• Good working relationship, with Similar Teaching Philosophies

2. Allowing the Students to Engage as they see fit
• Google Drive (mostly for our convenience)
• Us: VLE, G Drive, Skype & Zoom
• Them: Mainly Facebook Groups 

3. Triple-check technology and have back-up plans!
4. Keep the technology simple & cheap/free
5. Create Milestones, and support students 

regularly
§ Explicit Brief
§ Set deadlines for feedback
§ Out of Hours contact

Supporting Learning & Engagement: 
Emilee’s Perspective



Supporting Learning & Engagement: Dana’s 
Perspective

Motivation – of students & calibre

Study Abroad – Statistics 1st year student positive International experience i.e, 90% more 
likely to seek out additional international experience – important to embed into curriculum 
for international experiences 

Administration Support – Teaching Assistant. 
• UG student, with support and guidance to their ‘level’ and confidence. 
• He had an international experience virtually & mobile as well. Brought this perceptive to the 

students 

Panel – engage other faculty as well as key alumni. Used as a project to showcase with 
alumni & tied into strategic directions 



I really enjoyed working in the "global classroom" because it brought a new perspective to the project. 
While creating the idea, we had to consider not only how it would survive in America but also how it could 
be applicable to student/consumers internationally. Additionally it allowed my partners and I here at 
Drexel University to stay updated on our project, and set specific times and goals for ourselves 
throughout the weeks. Given that we were working with someone abroad, it gave us an extra initiative to 
be organized and scheduled in our work

I found it to be a very insightful and interesting experience having to work with a team when we are in 
different countries. It gave insight into how you may have to communicate in this way when you work for 
a large multinational company

I loved it, although the time difference was difficult to cope with at times; overall it was worth it

What the Student’s Thought Overall



Pros:
• Great chance to link with other 

cultures & learn new skills
• Skype & Technology can make it 

easy to communicate
• Having something outside the 

classroom/norm is exciting

Cons:
• Motivation of Students & Drive to 

complete the project (comments on 
both sides)

• Splitting Work and Communicating 
in a Short Timeframe

Pros & Cons for 
Students



1. Bridging and Bonding Dispersed Teams
1. More Social Networking (Oshri et al. 2009) – building ‘social ties’; several activities at 

regular intervals to build interpersonal relationships
2. Guo et al. (2009) – Communication Strategy for Virtual Teams
2015.16 Groups had longer to build relationships; use of team-building exercises 

2015.16 Groups given handouts & advice on collaboration with remote teams

2. Ways to overcome misalignment of objectives in order to simulate motivation & drive
1. Create Assessment and/or matching goals to classroom initiatives 
2. Timings
2015.16 Moved to November & Longer (5weeks) to aid student cohesion

Next Iteration:
1. Live Streamed Teaching in Addition to Project (Completed 2015.16 – more)
2. Potential New Module in Spring Semester geared 100% towards Global (Simulation 

Initative) 

Barriers/Challenges: Although wanted & verbally approved, lots of bureaucratic hoops
I.E.: Easier to Create New Module than Work within Existing 
Amount of Committees (School, Faculty & University) and Speed (16months)

Next Steps: Emilee’s 2014.15 
Perspective



Next Steps: Dana’s 
Perspective

Larger higher calibre students, with international backgrounds 
2015.16 More students from Drexel – 60 in total. Still Yr 1 UG

Jodi & Dana working together – spreading the global classroom 
2015.16 Jodi & class joined the team

Sync the Classes – meeting morning (Drexel) & afternoon (Leeds) 
2015.16 Special classes were synced (best on Wed afternoons)

Long-term: visiting Leeds & Drexel – students and faculty 
May 2014.15 – Emilee visit to Drexel

March 2015.16 – Dana & Jodi visit to Leeds

Ideal: 2017.18 – Students crossover for visit OR Intense Global Classroom



The ‘Intensive’ Global 
Classroom

The idea is based on something Drexel have done Successfully for over 5 years:

• Short (7-15day course)
• Delivered ‘abroad’ – i.e. Amsterdam, Jamaica, etc. 
• Bringing Students from international countries together for an intensive 

session
• Ideal way to introduce students to an ‘international’ experience, without the 1 

year cost of Study Abroad 
• Students have the opportunity for intensive lectures & workshops (9am-

12noon), then rest of the time exploring the culture through organised trips

At Drexel:
• Students go through Interview process to get on the course (max 10 students)
• They pay ‘deposit’ (e.g. £100) – to illustrate they will be going/committed
• Fees cover everything except for: flights & some food  
• 2 educators attend & deliver; includes ‘partner’ deliveries as well 



Thank You 


